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Cameron is a forensic expert with more than 15 years of experience specialising 

in dispute advisory, valuations and investigations. He regularly works with private 

and public companies, regulators and government agencies.  

Cameron has worked on a broad range of engagements including economic 

loss, insurance claim disputes, contractual disputes and the investigation of 

fraudulent and other inappropriate behaviour in business, including breaches in 

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) both in Australia and overseas. His 

investigations often require extensive document examination, analysis of data 

and financial records, witness interviews and examination of digital 

communications. Examples of his more recent projects involve, assisting with a 

multi-million dollar post acquisition dispute in the alcoholic beverages industry 

and assisting with the planning for and operational wind down of an 

international wealth manager exiting the Australian market.  

Cameron has worked across most industry sectors with particular experience in 

the food & beverage, biotechnology, resources, financial services, insurance and 

telecommunications sectors. 

Engagement Experience 

Dispute advisory, valuations and investigations 

 Engaged to assist with a multi-million dollar post acquisition dispute in the 

alcoholic beverages industry. 

 Assisted with the planning for and operational wind down of an international 

wealth manager exiting the Australian market. 

 Assisted with the preparation of an independent expert report for the Supreme 

Court of Victoria in relation to the early termination of a national wine 

distribution agreement for two leading wine labels. 

 Assisted with the preparation of an independent expert report for the Supreme 

Court of Victoria in relation to the loss and damage suffered by an Australian 

wine maker as a result of an error made by a contractor. 

 Assisted an Australian based Biotechnology company with valuing its 

technology and IP in preparation for sale. 

 Engaged by a law firm on behalf of AED Oil (now in Administration) to produce 

an independent expert report in relation to alleged cost overruns relating to a 

major Oil project. 

 Investigated breaches in the FCPA by a German based multinational corporation 

in Malaysia. 

 Investigated alleged employee expense fraud relating to a US based subsidiary 

operating in Bangalore, India. 
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 Valued the exposure of a multinational engineering company in a $50m 

business interruption dispute resulting from machinery failure in an open cut 

coal mine.  

 Investigated alleged breaches in the FCPA by a multinational resources 

company. 

 Calculated the damages resulting from an alleged breach of contract between a 

Chinese manufacturer of white and brown goods and a Middle Eastern 

distributor. 

 Investigated alleged revenue recognition manipulation by a US based subsidiary 

operating in Japan. 

 Investigated alleged fraudulent transactions relating to an 

Australian/Argentinean shipping joint venture. 

 


